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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a substantial extension of Weinert and Desai's
[1] method of complementary models for minimum variance linear estimation.
Weinert and Desai showed that the fixed interval smoothing problem for causal
one-dimensional1 processes described by linear state equations driven by
white noise could be solved by introducing the so-called complementary
process. The complementary process has the property that it is orthogonal to
the observations and that, when combined with the observations, contains
information equivalent to the initial conditions, driving noise and
measurement noise, i.e. all of the underlying variables which determine the
system state. Here we generalize this idea and show how to employ the method
of complementary models to solve estimation problems for both discrete and
continuous parameter boundary value stochastic processes in one and higher
dimensions, These processes include those defined through ordinary and
partial linear differential equations and ordinary and partial linear
difference equations and may be either causal or noncausal. By employing
operator descriptions for these processes we are able to unify the development
of the estimators for this wide variety of processes within a single
framework. The major contribution of this paper is a differential operator
representation for the estimator which applies to all of the cases mentioned
above. A key step in the derivation of the differential operator
representation of the estimator is our formulation of a differential operator
representation for the complementary process.
To help clarify our presentation we carry along two examples throughout.
One example is a 2-D process governed by Poisson's equation with a white
noise driving function. The other is a 1-D discrete two-point boundary value
process. The emphasis in this paper is on the development of the differential
1 The terminology one-dimensional (1-D), two-dimensional (2-D) or
multidimensional process is used here to indicate that the dimension of the
independent variable for the process is one, two or multidimensional.
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representation for the estimator. In Part II [51, we consider a 1-D
continuous pararmeter boundary value stochastic process and address the
details of the implementation and structure of its estimator and the
computation of its error covariance.
In Section 2 we review the complementary models approach to linear
estimation and motivate this approach by its application to a static problem
of estimating a random vector. Following the example, the approach is
generalized to second order stochastic processes by way of a restatement of
the Projection theorem. Section 3 serves to introduce some notation which we
employ for representing boundary value stochastic processes and their
correlation functions. Utilizing this notation, we state the general form of
the estimation problem for which we ultimately develop a solution. In Section
4 we present an operator representation for the complementary stochastic
process associated with the general problem stated earlier. In that section
we offer a proof that this operator representation satisfies the properties of
a complementary process as defined in Section 2. In Section 5 a general form
for the internal differential realization for the complementary process is
derived. Given this realization, we are abe to formulate an internal
differential realization for the estimator. Using this recipe for the
operator representation of the estimator, we present differential realizations
for the estimators for the 1-D and 2-D examples. Finally, some observations
and concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.
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SECTION 2
LINEAR ESTIMATION AND COMPLEMENTARY STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
2.1 A Static Example
Before presenting the derivation of the estimator for a general class of
noncausal stochastic processes, we illustrate the application of this approach
for a familiar static problem of estimating a random vector. This example
provides motivation for the complementary model approach in general,and in
that there are many parallels between this static example and the more general
problem we will ultimately address, the example also provides insight into the
structure of the operator solution we obtain later.
Let C be an (n+p)-dimensional, zero mean random vector partitioned into
nxl and pxl dimensional vectors x and r respectively as
x + nxl
C = r pxl (2.1a)
r + pxl
with invertible covariance matrix
Z = I x (2.1b)
Let y be a p-dimensional observation (p<n)
y = M (2.2a)
where My is the px(n+p) matrix partitioned into a pxn matrix H and the nxn
identity matrix I as
M [ H . I ] (2.2b)
y + +
pxn pxp
with H full rank p. That is, we have the familiar linear observation:
y = Hx + r . (2.2c)
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The vector to be estimated, x, can also be expressed as a linear function of
x =M g (2.3a)
x
where
M -[ I . o ] . (2.3b)
Since both x and y are defined in terms of it, C will be referred to as the
underlying random vector.
We show below that one way to calculate the linear minimum variance
estimate of x given y is by establishing a complementary random vector z which
has the following properties: 1) It is a linear function of the underlying
random vector C
z = M C . (2.4)
z
2) It is orthogonal to the observation y
E[yz'] = 0 . (2.5)
3) It is complementary with respect to y in that the augmented system
i : ]= MC; M= [y (2.6)
is invertible.
Define the inverse of M as N and partition it compatibly with the
dimensions of the vectors y and z as
M 1 -N =[N N] (2.7)
y z
and denote the products of these partitions with y and z as
= N y (2.8a)
Y Y
and
C = N z (2.8b)
z z
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Then 1 can be written as the sum of orthogonal components
r = ~ + C . (2.8c)
y z
It follows from the orthogonality of Cy and Cz and from the Projection
theorem that Cy is the linear minimum variance estimate of C given y (the
projection of C onto span(y)), and that
x = M (2.9)
is the linear minimum variance estimate of x given y. In addition, from
(2.3a), (2.8c) and (2.9) the estimation error can be written as a function of
Cz:
x = x - x (2.10)
M C
x z
Thus the estimation error is the linear minimum variance estimate of x given
z.
All of this is of little use if the matrix Mz is not known. It is
shown in the Appendix that the three conditions stated above enable us to
derive the following general expression for the nx(n+p) matrix Mz:
-1
M = T[ I . -Z H'E ] (2.11)
z x r
where T is any invertible nxn matrix (indicating the obvious fact that the
complementary process is only defined uniquely up to a choice of basis). We
will see in the next section that the key to extending the method of
complementary models to more general stochastic processes is the
interpretation of the transpose of H in (2.11) as an adjoint mapping.
By performing the augmentation and inversion indicated in (2.6) through
(2.8), the underlying process can be written as a linear funtion of y and z.
If we define P as the matrix
P = [ + 1 H] , (2.12a)
x r
then inverting the matrix M defined by substituting (2.2b) and (2.11) into
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(2.6) gives the following expression for C
= = H'I Y+ [ 1 T z1 (2.12b)
From (2.3b) and (2.9) the estimate of x is given by
-1
x = PH'7 y (2.12c)
r
From (2.10) the estimation error is
-1 -1
x = PE T z
x
or substituting for z from (2.4) and (2.11)
-1 -1
x = P[E x - H' r] . (2.12d)
x r
A direct calculation from (2.12d) and the defintion of P in (2.12a) gives the
error covariance as
E{xx'} = P . (2.12e)
In summary, this static example illustrates the basic concepts of the
method of complementary models. We have shown that two of the key elements in
the development of the estimator are (1) the knowledge of the form of Mz and
(2) the ability to easily invert the augmented system (2.6) to obtain the
underlying variables C as a function of the observations y and the
complementary process z. In the remainder of this section we formalize this
approach to linear estimation as a restatement of the Projection theorem.
Subsequently, we apply this theorem to establish an operator form for Mz
which is appropriate for the general class of noncausal processes mentioned in
the introduction.
2.2 The Projection Theorem Restated
Here we consider linear estimation for second order stochastic
processes. Let L2 (dP) denote the Hilbert space of finite variance random
variables (on some given probability space). Let I denote an index set. A
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second order process over I is a set of elements in L2(dP) indexed by I:
+(a) £ L2(dP), a £ I. (2.13)
The closed linear span in L2 (dP) of ~ (as a ranges over I) will be denoted
by Sp(~). The space of second order processes over I will be denoted by
L2 (I;dP). Linear mappings between two such spaces will be called second
order operators.
With these definitions we can generalize the static example as follows.
Define the underlying process as a second order process over a specified index
set IC
C e L (I ; dP) - S . (2.14)
The process to be estimated X, the observations Y and the complementary
process Z are defined via second order linear operators acting on C:
X = M M: S + L (I ;dP) - S (2.15a)
x x ~ 2x x
Y = M ; M: SC + L2(I ;dP) - S (2.15b)
and
Z = M ; M : S + L (I ;dP) - S (2.15c)
z z C 2 z
where Mx and My are known and Mz must be chosen (if possible) so that
the following conditions are satisfied:
Orthogonality:
E[Y(a)Z(f)] = 0 for all a e I , 3 £ I (2.16)
y z
Complementation:
With M defined as the augmented second order operator
M y (2.17a)
M
the relation between C and {Y,Z}:
[ | = MM (2.17b)
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is invertible. This implies that S and S x S are isomorphic.
C y z
Assume that Mz can be found so that these conditions are satisfied.
Partitioning the inverse of the augmented system (2.17) as we did for the
static example (M-l1= N = [Ny:Nz]), we will define the components of C as
= N Y (2.18a)
Y Y
and
= N Z (2.18b)
z z
so that
C = Cy + . (2.18c)
Projection Theorem: Given X, Y, and C as defined above and given an operator
Mz and corresponding process Z which satisfies the stated
orthogonality and complementation conditions, then
i) the linear minimum variance estimate of C given Y is
C= C (2.19)
ii) the linear minimum variance estimate of X given Y is
X = M y (2.20)
=MN Y
xy
iii) the estimation error is the linear minimum variance estimate of X
given Z
X =M M (2.21)
x z
=MN MC
The proof follows from the same simple arguments used for the vector case
in the static example. We remark that the theorem is applicable to processes
defined on multidimensional index sets. In the next section we provide an
example of such a processs.
The simple notation used to express the linear minimum variance
estimate of X as a linear mapping of Y belies the complexity of the effort
which may be required in (1) determining the form of the operator Mz, (2)
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augmenting and inverting to obtain M-1 and (3) implementing the solution.
In the static example discussed in this section, a simple matrix form for Mz
allowed for a direct inversion of the augmented system, yielding a simple form
for the estimator and error equations. As one would expect, these three steps
become substantially more difficult to accomplish in the more general case
where we consider second order stochastic processes. For the estimation
problems considered here, the mapping My in (2.15b) will be assumed to be of
the same form as its matrix counterpart in the static example, i.e. My = [H
: I]. Here I is the identity operator, and its action on the underlying
process C produces the additive noise component to the observations. The
operator H can be viewed as an input-output map describing the effect of the
system dynamics. After introducing some notation and posing the general
statement of the estimation problem in the next section, the first of the
three issues stated above is addressed in Section 4 where a general operator
representation for Mz is developed in the form of an input-output map. It
will be shown that the form of the map Mz follows from that of the matrix
Mz for the static example in (2.11). In particular, if one interprets the
transpose of the matrix H in (2.11) as its Hilbert adjoint and appropriately
interprets Ex and Er as operators, then the operator form for Mz is of
exactly the same form.
As we have just stated, a direct generalization of our static example
is stated in terms of input-output representations for the observations and%~
the complementary process. Unfortunately, working with these
representations does not lead to a convenient or easily computed solution to
the second step listed above, that is the augmentation of the observations
with the complementary process and the inversion required to determine the
estimator. However, by extending the approach taken by Levy et. al in [9],
we will find that this second step is quite easily accomplished by working
with internal differential realizations for the observations and complementary
process. The internal realization for the observations is provided directly
by the problem statement. We will see that an internal realization for the
complementary process requires an internal realization for the Hilbert adjoint
of H, H*. A critical developement in our research has been the recognition
that Green's identity (cf. Section 5.1) is the key to formulating an internal
realization for the Hilbert adjoint map H* in terms of the operators
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involved in the internal description of the observations. Given these
internal realizations, we are able to perform the augmentation and inversion
yielding an internal differential realization for the estimator. We feel that
this representation for the estimator is an important one. In particular, if
one directly applies the projection theorem to problems of the type which we
consider here, the results are generally in the form of integral equations
(e.g. Wiener-Hopf integral equations) which must be factored in some way in
order to produce a realization for the estimator. In contrast, our solution,
obtained via the method of complementary models, directly yields a
differential realization of the estimator.
Much as in the case of causal processes described by finite-dimensional
state equations, these realizations provide an excellent starting point for
the construction of efficient algorithms for implementing the optimal
estimator. This last step, determining smoothing algorithms, is only briefly
discussed in this paper. However, in Part II [5] we present a detailed
development of a two-filter implementation of this estimator for a noncausal
one-dimensional two-point boundary value stochastic process. As can be seen
in [5], it is a decidedly nontrivial step to go from an internal realization
to an efficient implementation of estimators for problems of this type.
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SECTION 3
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND AND THE GENERAL PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.0 Introduction
The noncausal stochastic processes for which we will be developing an
estimator can be divided into two classes: 1) those with a continuous-valued
independent variable and 2) those with a discrete-valued independent
variable. More specifically, the processes in the first class are solutions
of linear stochastic (partial) differential equations. Those in the second
class are solutions of linear stochastic (partial) difference equations. In
the first two parts of this section we introduce differential operator
representations for each of the classes. By employing similar notation in the
descriptions of each, we will be able to unify later discussions. An example
will be provided for each of the two classes, and these examples will be
carried along throughout the rest of the paper.
The purpose of the development in this section is to describe general
recipes for constructing complementary processes and, more importantly, for
expressing the solutions to an extremely broad class of estimation problems
involving processes with independent variable of one and higher dimensions.
In order to highlight the basic concepts underlying these recipes, we will not
discuss in detail the technical conditions that must be satisfied in order for
our most general boundary value problems to be well-posed (i.e. for existence
and uniqueness of solutions to the specified stochastic differential
equations) but rather we will, in effect, assume that these conditions are
met. Clearly, in any application one must verify the appropriate conditions,
and we will illustrate this for our two examples.
3.1 The Continuous Parameter Case
3.1.1 Differential Operators and Green's Identity
Our stochasitc differential equations are defined in terms of
differential operators acting on Hilbert spaces of square-integrable functions
as follows. Let ON be a bounded convex region in RN with smooth
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boundary [11]. The space of nxl vector functions which are square-integrable
on QN is represented by L (QN ). Let L be a formall differential operatoro N r 2 (N 
defined on D(L), the subspace of sufficiently differentiable elements of
L2(N ), so that
L: D(L) + L2( N) (3.1)
Note that D(L) is dense in L2(IN). With aN denoting the boundary of QN,
define a boundary condition associated with L through the mapping
V: D(L) + L V( N ) (3.2)
where the dimension nv is briefly discussed below.
We will say that the pair (L,V) leads to a well-posed boundary value
problem if the differential operator A formed by augmenting the formal
differential operator L and boundary mapping V
A = (3.3a)
has a unique continuous left inverse:
A#A = I . (3.3b)
We denote the components of the left inverse by
A [ G G (3.3c)
u v
where
G :L (N) + D(L) and G : Lnv(ON) + D(L) . (3.3d)
u 2 N v 2 N
1 The term formal differential operator will be used to denote operators
which simply represent differentiation of a function. We will reserve the
term differential operator to denote the combined action of a formal
differential operator along with an appropriate boundary condition (see
(3.3a)). That is, a differential operator implicitly defines an input-output
map obtained by solving a well-posed boundary value problem.
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In this case, the equation
Ax [u (3.4a)
with u and v in the domains of Gu and Gv, respectively, has a unique
solution which can be written as
x = G u + G v . (3.4b)
u v
Thus for a given set of inputs u and v, x is unique and varies continuously
with those inputs. The value of the vector dimension nv in (3.2) which is
required for a well-posed problem depends on the type and order of the
operator L and the dimensions N and n. As mentioned earlier, we will assume
that we have well-posed problems here. As discussed next for the examples,
equation (3.4c) is the Green's function solution of (3.3).
Example 1:(Poisson's Equation) To illustrate the preceding development we
consider Poisson's equation in R2 with Q 2 the unit disk and with a
Dirichlet boundary condition. In this case the formal differential operator
is the Laplacian V2 and its domain is the space C2 (02) of scalar (i.e.
n=1) functions on %2 with bounded continuous second partials.
2
L: C (22) + L2( 2 ) Lx = V x (3.5a)22 22
The boundary operator V is the restriction of x to its values on the boundary
of Q2:
V: C 2(2) + L( 2 Vx = XL (3.5b)
2
(here nv = 1). The Green's function solution for the pair Lx=u and Vx=v,
where u and v are in the ranges of L and V as specified in (3.5), is shown in
[3] to be given in polar coordinates as follows. Define the kernels gv and
gu as
P 2
1 - 2pcos(8 - B) + P
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and
2 2
gu(p,O;Y,) = 1 -log{ -pyP 2 2+ y - (3.6b)
4w 1 - 2pycos(8 - B) + p y
The solution x is given by
2w 2w 1
x(p,8) = f g (p,e;S)v(S)dB + f f g (p,8;Y,a)u(Y,a)dYd (3.6c)
0 0 0
Note that the boundary value contribution to the solution in (3.6c) has been
written as an integral over the interval [0,2w]. This is, of course, an
integral over the boundary of the unit disk, i.e. the unit circle. _
As indicated in the previous section, Green's identity applied to the
internal dynamics of the process to be estimated plays a key role in the
construction of an internal realization of the complementary process and
ultimately in the inversion required to solve the smoothing problem. In
general, when it exists, Green's identity is obtained from integration by
parts of the the N-fold integral specified by the following inner product:
<Lx,X>
L2(QN )
This yields Green's Identity in the form
<LxX> = <x,L X> + boundary term . (3.7)
L2( N ) L2 (Q)
Here Lt is also a formal differential operator of the same order as L and is
referred to as the formal adjoint differential operator. The boundary term
is in the form of an integral over the boundary MQN. This integral involves
the processes x and X and perhaps their derivatives evaluated on MQN- In
general, the precise form of (3.7) is
<Lx,X> = <x,L X> + <xb,EXb>H (3.8)
where x and b a elements of a Hilbert space b
where xb and Xb are elements of a Hilbert space Hb of processes defined
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on aSN and E:Hb+Hb
.
In particular, these processes are defined through
the action of an operator Ab:
Ab :L ( N ) + Hb (3.9a)
x = A x (3.9b)
b b
b = AbX (3.9c)
The nature of Hb, Ab, and E all depend upon L and QN. Green's identity
for ordinary differential operators can be found in [4]; for elliptic,
hyperbolic and parabolic second order partial differential operators see [3].
In addition to the well-posedness assumption on (L,V), we will also restrict
ourselves to operators L and regions QN that admit a Green's identity.
Example 1 Continued:
Recall that in this example x is a scalar function (so that n=1), and
02 is the unit disk. Performing the integration by parts on
.<V xLA> = fLv x(s,tt) )(s,t)dsdt (3.10a)
it can be shown that the Laplacian V 2 is formally self-adjoint [3], i.e.
<V x,A> = <x,V A> + boundary term . (3.10b)
The boundary term, for this example is expressed as follows. With xn
the normal derivative of x along 30N, define the function xb as
Xb = Abx = [ N, or in polar coordinates xb(8) = [x (3.11)
Thus, in this case xb is an element of the Hilbert space
Hb = L2 (32)
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with inner product
27
Hb 01 1 2
The function Ab is defined in terms of X in the same fashion as xb in
(3.11). Furthermore, the operator E in this case is simply the multiplication
of elements of L2 ( 22) by a 2x2 matrix which we also denote by E.
Specifically,
E = . (3.14)
I1 1
Combining these, we have that the boundary term in Green's identity for this
example is
2ff
~<Xb'E b> 2 >_ I((1 ,0)x(1,0)- x(1,0)X(1 0))de (3.15)
b bL 22 22r n n
2 2
3.1.2 Operator Representations of Stochastic Processes
While we have so far been discussing deterministic functions, we can use
the same formalism to describe stochastic processes. In particular, we will
be concerned with stochastic processes defined as in (3.4b) where u and v are
input stochastic processes. As is usually done, we will often represent such
processes via a stochastic differential equation written as in (3.4a).
In general for the problems of interest here the operators Gu and Gv
are integral operators over %N and aQN respectively2 with piecewise
continuous kernels. That is, they are integral operators of the form
n m
G: L2(r) + L2(rF)
(Gf)(t) = , g(t,s)f(s)ds ; t,s c r (3.16a)
where r may be either ON or aQN and ds is the corresponding
The only exception is in the case N = 1, in which QN is an interval and
aN consists of its two endpoints. In this case Gv reduces to a matrix
operating on the vector v.
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infinitessimal area element. Here we have underlined the independent
variables t and s to emphasize the fact that they are multidimensional indices
belonging to the region r. The adjoint of this operator is of the same form
as (3.16a) but with kernel
g (t,s) = g'(s,t) . (3.16b)
By extending the class of kernels to include the multidimensional Dirac delta
function, 6(t-s), over r, we can express products of the form
g(t)f(t) ; t e r (3.17a)
as
(Gf)(t) = f g(t)6(t-s)f(s)ds . (3.17b)
Note that in the case in which r = aQN, the Dirac delta function 6(t-s)
represents the measure on the manifold aQN which is concentrated at the
point t and has unit value.
In addition to the operators described above we will also encounter
n m
integral operators which map L2(r) into R and are of the form
Gf = f g(s)f(s)ds (3.18)
and those of the form of the adjoint of (3.18) which map Rm into L2(r):
(G f)(s) = g'(s)f (3.19)
Each of the integral operators in (3.16) through (3.18) can be applied to
mean-square continuous processes with the output being either a mean-square
continuous process or a finite variance random vector. In the case of the
operator defined in (3.19), if the input is a finite variance random vector,
then the output is a mean-square continuous process.
We can formally extend the domain of the operators in (3.16a) and (3.18)
to include white noise as follows. Consider those operators with r = QN-
In this case, as in [12], we can define Wiener integrals with respect to
multidimensional Wiener processes. Similar to the one-dimensional case, these
multidimensional Wiener integrals can be represented formally by
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multidimensional white noise integrals. Specifically, let w(t) denote an
N-dimensional white noise process with
E[w(t)w'(s)] = Q(t)B(t-s) (3.20)
(Here 6 is again the N-dimensional delta function.) We will use the following
white noise integral representation
I g(t,s)w(s)ds (3.21)
N
to denote the Wiener integral over ON with respect to the kernel g. With g
continuous, (3.21) defines a mean-square continuous process. Note that the
critical property of such white noise integrals is the following: If we
define two processes x and y as
x(t) = f g1 (t,s)w(s)ds and y(t) = Af g2 (t,s)w(s)ds ,
then their correlation function is given by
E[x(t)y'(T)] = f g1 (t,s)Q(s)g'(T,s)ds (3.22)
In an analogous fashion, we can define white noise integrals over the
smooth, closed (N-1)-dimensional manifold aQN- Specifically, if we now let
w(t) denote a white noise process on [QN and if we write
x(t) = f g (t,s)w(s)ds and y(t) = f g (t,s)w(s)ds ,(3.23a)
- a 1 - -_ N2-.N N
then
E[x(t)y'-(T)= | g (t,s)Q(s)g'(s,T)ds (3.23b)
where in this case ds represents an infinitessimal area element on MQN.
Note that if the support of gl(t,') and g2 (t,') in (3.23) are on
subsets of [aN which are homeomorphic to a subset of an (N-1)-dimensional
region then the integrals in (3.23) are precisely the same as those in (3.22)
except on a space of dimension (N-1). For this reason, we will often
represent the covariance function of a white noise process on 3QN exactly as
in (3.20) where in this case the Dirac delta function on MN is to be
interpreted as described previously.
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Applying this formalism, we will consider the differential equation in
(3.3a) with white noise inputs as a formal representation for the mean-square
continuous process defined via the integral representations in (3.4b) where u
is now an nxl vector white noise over ON with covariance
E[u(t)u'(s)] = Q(t) 6(t-s) , t,s e N (3.24a)
and in problems for which N > 1, v is an nvxl vector white noise process
over 3aN with covariance
E[v(a)v'(T)] = TI (T) 6(T-a) , T, E an . (3.24b)
- - v -N
If N=1, for example when QN is the interval [O,T] so that aQN = {O,T},
then v is simply an nvxl random vector with covariance matrix nv.
Throughout the paper we will assume that both 1 v and Q are continuous
in their arguments. Thus, given the continuity assumptions for the
integration kernels in the Green's function solution and the continuity of Q
and ~v, x will be mean-square continuous. For the example of Poisson's
equation on the unit disk, the dynamics in (3.5a) and the Dirichlet boundary
condition in (3.5b) formally represent a 2-D random field x when the input u
is a 2-D white noise over the unit disk and v is a 1-D white noise on the unit
circle or, equivalently, on the interval [0,27r].
3.1.3 Correlation Operators
In this subsection we introduce some notation for representing the
correlation functions of mean-square continuous stochastic processes as
operators on Hilbert spaces of deterministic functions. In particular, the
correlation functions of these stochastic processes can be viewed as kernels
of such operators. In addition, we will also associate the correlation and
cross-correlation functions of processes generated by second order mappings of
the type discussed above with kernels of composite operators. Although we
make use of this notation in stating the general estimation problem, its true
worth will become evident later in Section 4.1 where we formulate an operator
representation for complementary processes.
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The correlation function of a mean-square continuous process can be
viewed as the kernel of an operator as follows. Let z(t) be a mean-square
continuous process on N.- Its correlation function
E (t,s) = E[z(t)z'(s)] (3.25)
z 
is continuous on QNXQN and as such can be considered the kernel of an
operator, which we will denote by Fz, of the same type as in (3.16a).
Similarly, the correlation function for the white noise process w in (3.20),
F (t,s) = Q(t)6(t-s) , (3.26)
w _.
can be viewed as the kernel of an operator Zw. In addition, the covariance
matrix of a random vector can be viewed as an operator on a finite-dimensional
space. Indeed, each of the operators defined in (3.16) through (3.19) can be
associated with the cross-correlations of zero mean processes with each other
or with random vectors.
More generally, the correlation functions of stochastic processes defined
by a second order mapping of the type in (3.16) through (3.19) can be
represented in terms of the composition of operators as follows. For example,
let r(s) be a mean-square continuous process with correlation operator r -.
Let the process z(t) be defined by
z(t) = (Gr)(t) = fI g(t,s)r(s)ds . (3.27)
The correlation function of z and the cross-correlation function of z and r
are the kernels of the operators
F = GE G (3.28a)
z r
and
F = Z G . (3.28b)
rz r
These are easily checked by directly computing the corresponding kernels from
(3.27a). Note that these formulas are valid when r is either a second order
process or a white noise process.
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3.2 Discrete Parameter Stochastic Processes
In a parallel but much briefer fashion we define the class of discrete
parameter stochastic processes to be considered. In order to unify later
discussions to include both classes, we employ much of the same operator
notation in describing the discrete process as was used to describe the
continuous processes.
Let IN denote the space of n-tuples (i1,...,iN) where each of the
ik is an integer. Let ON be a bounded region in IN and let 12(QN )
be the space of square-summable nx1 vector sequences on QN. For the
discrete case, L represents a formal linear difference operator. As we will
see below in the example, the support of the sequences in the range of a
difference operator will be different from the support of those sequences in
its domain. By properly defining the boundary set [QN, one can define the
support of the sequences in the range of the formal difference operator as the
union of QN and 8QN (Again, the example will help clarify this point).
Thus L is the mapping
n n
L: 12(IN U aN) + 12(N) . (3.29a)2 N N 2 N
Let V be an operator mapping3
V: ln (O U 3 )+ 1 nV( N) (3.29b)2 N N 2 N
where, as in the continuous case, the value of the dimension nv is such that
the difference operator formed by combining L and V
A = (3.29c)
has a unique left inverse, i.e. so that the problem is well-posed.
3 As in the continuous paramenter case, when N = 1, the range of the boundary
operator is simply Rnv.
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As in the continuous case, we will consider only those L and ON which
admit a Green's identity of the form
<Lx,>(n = <x,LtX> + <xb,EXb>H (3.30)
n (~N) n
12 () 12 (N) b
where Lt is the formal adjoint difference operator and the nature of E,
xb, and the Hilbert space Hb all depend on L and QN' Much as in the
continuous case, xb has support on 3QN, and Hb is a Hilbert space of
square-summable sequences with support on aQN' In contrast to the
continuous case, Green's identity is not typically employed in the solution of
boundary value difference equations, and therefore, it is not usually found in
texts on difference equations. However, it can be derived in the same manner
as its continuous counterpart, the difference being that integration by parts
is replaced with summation by parts. The Green's identities for both one- and
two-dimensional difference operators are derived in [6]. Below we present the
Green's identity for a particular 1-D example.
Example 2:(1-D Discrete Boundary Value Problem) Let x be an nxl vector
1-D discrete process, and let D denote the 1-D delay
Dx)k = xk-l (3.31)
Consider the 1-D difference operator
-1
L = (D - A) ; (Lx)k = X+1 - (3.32)
If we define Q1 = [O0,K-1] and its boundary as a1 = {0,K}, then the range
and domain of L are properly specified by
n n
L: 12 [Q U a21] + 1 2[ 1]
or
n n
L: 1 [0,K] + 1 [0,K-1]
2 2
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This example already illustrates one important point. Due to sequencing
issues for discrete dynamics, it will in general be the case that aQN is
neither disjoint from nor a subset of ON- The Green's identity for this
example is
<Lx,X> = <x,LtX> + <Xb,EXb> 2n (3.33)
1 2[0,K-1] 12[0,K-1] R
where the formal adjoint difference operator is
Lt (I x- A=D ) I; (3.34)
k =nxk A Nxk+l
the boundary process is
xb = AbX = (3.35a)
and E is a 2nx2n matrix partitioned into nxn blocks as
E 1. (3.35b)
0 I
Combining these definitions, the Green's identity can be written as
K-1 K-1
~] [ ~+lAkxk) Xk+ X- X k 
-
A' + XK'XK (3.35c)
k=0 k=0
We will assume a two-point boundary condition for this discrete example
as follows. With V the nx2n matrix:
V [ V V ] , (3.36a)
the product
v = V xb (3.36b)
defines a two-point boundary condition (here v e Rn , i.e. nv = n). Let
¢[i,k] denote the transition matrix for A in (3.27). Then it can be shown
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that the pair (L,V) is well-posed if the nxn matrix
0 K
F = V + V [K,0] (3.36c)
is invertible [6]. _
Returning to the general discrete case, a formal representation for a
second order discrete stochastic process x is given by
Ax = ( x = ;
where u is now an nxl vector discrete white noise process over QN and v is a
second order discrete process whose support is contained in aQN'
3.3 The Estimation Problem Statement
The process to be estimated is either defined on a continuous or discrete
index set as described in the first two parts of this section. In stating the
estimation problem, we unify the discussion to include both classes.
Let L be a formal linear differential or difference operator with range
R(L) and domain D(L), where elements in each are nxl vector functions with
index set N.- Let B(t) be an nxm matrix with t S QN. For the continuous
parameter case B(t) is assumed continuous in t. Let Hb be the Hilbert
space of nbx1 vector functions whose support is the boundary aQN' Recall
that the dimension nb is determined from Green's identity for L and QN'
Let V be a mapping from Hb to R(V) where the nature of the range space R(V)
is determined by the well-posedness condition for the pair (L,V) (see, for
example, (3.29b) and the discussion that follows this equation). As opposed
to the more general form Vx = v for the boundary condition, we will restrict
the boundary condition to be defined in terms of xb as indicated in (3.37b)
below. For example, in the discrete case we will consider only those
operators V defined in (3.29b) which map sequences on aQN and therefore can
be thought of as having 12(aQ N) as their domain (see Example 2, and in
particular (3.36), for a specific illustration of such a map V).
Let u be an nP 1 vector white noise on QN with an invertible correlation
operator Q. Let v be an nvx1 vector second order process over aPN,
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uncorrelated with u and with invertible correlation operator Iv. Then the
the process to be estimated is formally defined by
Lx = Bu (3.37a)
with boundary condition
Vx b =v . (3.37b)
The observations are defined as follows. Let C(t) be a pxn matrix,
t £ ON. For the continuous parameter case it is assumed that C is continuous
in t. Let W be an operator mapping elements of Hb into R(W), a space of
nwxl vector functions defined over the index set [aN. Let r be a pxl
vector white noise over ON with invertible correlation operator R, and let
rb be a nwxl vector process with invertible correlation operator RTb. It
will be assumed that u, v, r and rb are mutually uncorrelated. The set
of observations of x is given by:
y = Cx + r on QN (3.38a)
and
b = Wxb + rb on QN . (3.38b)
We will need to make some assumptions with respect to the relationship
between the operators V and W. The importance of these assumptions will
become apparent later in our development of Hilbert adjoint systems in Section
5.1. As explained in the 1-D continuous case studied in Part II, one
consequence of these assumptions is that no element of the boundary
observation Yb can simply be absorbed into updating the boundary value v
alone. That is, the boundary measurement contains information about the part
of xb not captured by Vxb. In particular, we will assume that W and V are
linearly independent, i.e. for any linear operators Mv and Mw whose range
spaces are identical and whose domains are the range spaces of V and W
respectively, we must have
M V + M W = 0 iff M = 0 and M = . (3.39a)
v w v w
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Furthermore, we will assume that if the operator obtained by augmenting V and
W as
WLi (3.39b)
is not invertible, then there exists an operator Wc such that
[WcJ (3.39c)
is invertible.
Our estimation problem is to find the linear minimum variance estimate
of x given the set
Y = { Yb, } (3.40)
To transform this problem into notation similar to that used for the static
example, let the inverse of (3.37) be denoted by
x = M . (3.41)
xx [
This is simply the Green's function solution from (3.4b) written in different
notation. Recall from (3.9b) that xb = AbX, so that the combined
observation in (3.40) can be written as
L:j EWbl Mx + (3.42)
If we define H as
H = 1 M (3.43)
and specify the underlying process as
r [rbj , (3.44a)
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then the observations can be expressed in a form similar to (2.2):
Y
=[ I '.- I ] (3.44b)
Yb
Below we illustrate the problem statement for each of our two examples. In
the succeeding sections, we formulate the solution to this class of problems
in a differential operator form with y and Yb as the input and boundary
condition repectively and the estimate of x as an element of the output.
Examples
Continuous case:(Example 1 continued) In this case Q2 is the unit disk and
points within the disk will be represented by index variables s,t £ Q2'
Points on the unit circle DQ 2 will be dented by an angle e e [0,2 w]. Let u
be a scalar white noise over Q2 with continuous covariance parameter Q(s).
Let v be a scalar white noise over Q2 with continuous covariance parameter
I[v(8) (which, of course, is periodic with period 2n). Let B(s) be a
continuous function on Q2 and V(e) be a nonzero continuous function on
aQ2. The process to be estimated is formally defined by
V x(s) = B(s)u(s) (3.45a)
with boundary condition (in polar coordinates)
V(e)x(1,O) = v(8) . (3.45b)
Let r be a scalar white noise over Q2 and rb be a scalar white noise over
aQ2 with continuous covariance parameters R(s) and Hb(0) respectively.
Let C(s) be a continuous function on Q2 and W(e) be a nonzero continuous
function on a02' The observations are defined by
y(s) = C(s) x(s) + r(s) on Q2 (3.46a)
and
Y ( )= W(e)x(p,O) + r b() ; p = 1 . (3.46b)
n b 3-17
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The estimation problem is to find the least squares estimate of x given y on
Q2 and Yb on its boundary. Note that since the augmented operator
xb nx(i
wO :W( n(1,8 
is invertible, there will be no complementing operator Wc as in (3.39c). C
Discrete case:(Example 2 continued) Recall that Q1 is the set of integers
[0,K-1l], and 301 is the set {0,K}. Let u be a mX1 vector white noise over
Q1 with nonsingular covariance matrix Qk, k e Q1. Let v be a nxl random
vector with nonsingular covariance matrix 1 v' Let Bk be an nxm matrix and
Ak be a nxn matrix both on Q1, and let V be a full rank nx2n matrix with
nxn partitions [VOVK]. The process to be estimated is defined by the
difference equation
x =Ax  + B u (3.47a)
k+l kk kk
with a two-point boundary condition
v = V xO + V xK (3.47)
To define the observations, let r be a px1 white noise over Q1 whose
covariance matrix Rk is nonsingular on Q1, and let rb be a qxl random
vector with nonsingular covariance matrix Tb' Let Ck be a pxn matrix on
Q1 and let W be a full rank qx2n matrix with q < n, with the rows of W
linearly independent of the rows of V and with qxn partitions: [W0'WK].
Then the observations are given by
Yk = Ckxk + k on Q1 (3.48a)
along with the random vector
Yb = W XO + W K +rb . (3.48b)
For both examples the input processes u and v and the observation noises r
and rb are all assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. For this example, when
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q < n, the augmented (n+q)x2n matrix in the following equation
xb = - - (3.49)
will not be invertible. Thus, to attain an invertible matrix we must choose
Wc as an (n-q)x2n matrix whose rows are linearly independent of the rows of
V and W so that
is invertible. As we will see in Section 5.4, we only need to actually
construct such a matrix in those cases for which Nv is singular.
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SECTION 4
OPERATOR FORM FOR Mz
4.0 Introduction
Based on the matrix form for Mz established for the static example in
Section 2.1, in this section we present an expression for a mapping of the
underlying process defining our estimation problem, and we then prove that the
resulting process satisfies the orthogonality and complementation conditions
required of the complementary process. Only the continuous parameter case is
addressed here; however, with a few obvious changes the same arguments can be
adapted to the discrete parameter case. Indeed, since all discrete stochastic
processes can be represented by a (possibly very large) random vector, the
matrix representation for Mz from the static example in Section 2.1 is
applicable for the discrete case.
4.1 An Operator Representation for the Complementary Process
It will be convenient to partition the underlying process C into two parts
denoted by C1 and C2' The first part C1 corresponds to the boundary
value and input process, and the second part C2 represents the additive
noise on the observations:
u
- - = - - .(4.1)
Cr r
rb
The covariance parameters of the elements of C are assumed to be continuous
and the covariance parameters and covariance matrices are all assumed
invertible. As discussed previously the second order statistics of C can be
defined by way of a correlation operator. The range and domain of this
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operator are identical and are defined by the following spaces:
Si n nv (4.2a)
S1 = L2 (N 2( ) X L(4.2a)
S LP2 (N ) x (aN and S = S x S22 2 N 2 1 2
As discussed earlier in Section 3.1, when [aN is finite (i.e. when N = 1),
the L2 spaces of functions over [aN should be replaced by the Euclidian
spaces R n v and Rq. The correlation operator SC is the self-adjoint
invertible mapping
S : + S (4.3a)
which we will express in partitioned form as
O
Z = [ I (4.3b)
[ r'2
The observations are defined via the operator My
M : S + S (4.4a)
Y 2
where from (3.40b)
M = [ H . I ] . (4.4b)
Thus the observation Y is given by the second order mapping
Y =M 
HS1 + C2 (4.5)
The following theorem establishes an operator representation of the
complementary process for this set of observations.
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Theorem: (Complementary Process) Let Mz be the mapping
M = -I - H*] E ; M : S + S1 (4.6a)
z z
where
H is the Hilbert adjoint of H in (3.40),
I is the identity on S
and
-1
EC is the inverse of C in (4.2).
Then the stochastic process given by the second order mapping
Z = M C (4.6b)
is the complementary process for the observations Y in (4.4), i.e. Z in
(4.6b) satisfies both the orthogonality and complementation conditions
as prescribed in our restatement of the projection theorem.
Proof:
Orthogonality: This condition requires that the correlation between
elements of Y and Z are zero, or equivalently that the kernel of the
correlation operator
z = M Z M (4.7a)yz y C z
is identically zero. Substituting from (4.4) and (4.6), Eyz can be written
as
Z = [ H I ] i (4.7b)
= 0
verifying the orthogonality condition.
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Complementation: In order to prove the complementation condition, we will
need the following lemma [7] which is the multidimensional version of a basic
result from the theory of Fredholm integral equations.
Lemma: Let ON be a multidimensional index set. Let s and t be index
variables in ON' Let g(t,s) be a symmetric ( g(t,s) = g(s,t) )
continuous kernel defining an integral operator
G:L2(QN) + L2(QN)
with G having no negative eigenvalues. Then the operator (I + G) has a
unique inverse of the same form: (I + G) 1 = (I + K), where the
kernel of the integral operator K is also symmetric and continuous.
To establish the complementation condition it is sufficient [6] to show
that the augmented map M given by
M
M = ; M: S + S (4.8a)
M
is invertible. Substituting for My and Mz we have the explicit
representation for M
_H CM = _ : - . (4.8b)
Assuming the existence of the inverses in its partitions, the following
operator can be shown by direct calculation to be the inverse of M
· H ( + HE H -) 1 + H-1H) -1
-1 'l 2 ZH1 (C1 2
M-1 (4.9)
E (z + H H )-1 H(C-1 + -1H)-1
2 .2 1 -1 
-1 -1
i.e. MM M M=I
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........... - -
The lemma is invoked to establish the invertiblity of the operators
(z + HE H) and (-1 + H* H)
CIr2 C r C1 ~2
by the following argument. Rewrite these two operators as
1/2(I + -1/2HZ H*Z-1/2) 1 /2 (4.1 0a)
2 2 % 2 2 
and
-1/2I + 1/2 *-1 1/ 2 )Z1/2 (4. 1Ob)
C ( C C C ) G (4.10b)
C1 C1 C2 1 1
If we choose symmetric continuous kernels for the square roots in (4.10a,b),
then the kernels of the operators in the parentheses will be symmetric,
positive and continuous, and the lemma ensures the aforementioned
invertibility.
4.2 An Operator Representation for the Estimator
Recall from the Projection theorem that the estimator for x (2.20) is
given by
-1 ]
x= M M (4.11)
X L~J
By substituting for M -1 from (4.9), we obtain an explicit operator
representation for the estimator:
x = M (E + H H )-1 Y . (4.12)
Similarly, it can be shown that the estimation error (2.21) can be expressed
as a linear function of the underlying process C
x = M H- (z + HZ H )[ -I . H ]- (4.13)
x 2
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A direct implementation of the estimator in (4.12) requires a realization of
the indicated inverse. As an alternative, in Section 5 we obtain a
realization for the estimator without explicitly performing this inversion.
As we indicated in Section 2, Green's identity plays a critical role in this
formulation. In particular, by invoking Green's identity we will be able to
formulate a differential realization of the Hilbert adjoint H*, yielding a
differential realization of the complementary process Z. We will find that
augmenting the differential operator representation for Y with that for Z
results in a system which is easily inverted to give a differential operator
representation of the estimator and estimation error.
4.3 M For Z Singular
-z-- 1 --
There are cases of interest for which there may be a singular correlation
operator for either the input process or boundary condition. For example, in
Section 6.3 we consider the example of a 1-D periodic process for which the
boundary condition is, by the nature of the process, known without error. In
this section we state a form for the operator MZ which does not require the
invertibility of ZC1 An outline of the proof of the orthogonality and
complementation conditions is given. We remark that although the form for
Mz presented earlier in (4.6a) could be derived directly from the one given
below in this section, we have deliberately separated the two. As we will see
later, the estimator for the case when ZC1 is singular is somewhat more
complex than that for the case when it is nonsingular.
The action of the following operator on the underlying process (cf.
(4.6b)) defines the complementary process and does not require the
invertibility of ZS1:
M [ H - 1] (4.14)
z 1 2
The orthogonality condition for the complementary process formed in this way
is easily established by the same approach taken in (4.7a,b). The
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complementation condition is proved by showing that the inverse of
M= [" = H [ = (4.15)
is given by
M =H[1 H I-I *H-1H (4.16)MH (E + HE HT ) -( I + H . H) -1
2 2 1 + 2 
The existence of the inverse of the operators in the left hand column of
(4.16) is established in (4.10a). The existence of the inverse required in
the right hand column is proved by invoking the operator version of the matrix
inversion lemma [13] to write:
o 1 C h H) ( f or + HE HM) 1H (4.17)
1 ~2 = - C2 (.
Note that the form of Mz in (4.6a) is obtained by operating on the left of
(4.14) by the inverse of 7C1.
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SECTION 5
A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATION FOR THE ESTIMATOR
5.0 Introduction
In this section we derive a differential operator representation for the
estimator. The key to its derivation is the formulation of a differential
operator representation for the complementary process whose I/O map is given
in (4.6). It is in the formulation of this differential representation for
the complementary process that the Green's Identity introduced in Section 2
plays an important role. With differential representations for both the
process to be estimated and the corresponding complementary process, we will
find that the augmentation and inversion steps (cf. Section 2.3) required in
the formulation of the estimator become trivial.
5.1 The Hilbert Adjoint System
In the previous section we proved that the complementary process is given
by
z = [ -I * H>CE . (5.1a)
Substituting from (4.1) and (4.3) into (5.1a), we can view the complementary
process as an output signal plus noise:
* -1 -1
Z = H r 7 2 1 - 1 (5.1b)
2 7 
Our objective in this section is to formulate an internal realization for the
input-output map H . The internal process in this realization is defined by
a differential operator whose input process and boundary condition are the
inputs to H .
To determine an internal differential realization for H*, we
temporarily leave the stochastic setting. That is, throughout the rest of
this subsection all processes should be considered as elements of Hilbert
spaces of deterministic functions rather than stochastic processes.
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The internal realization for the input-output map H is
Lx = Bu (5.2a)
Vxb= v (5.2b)
= = ] i.e. = H . (5.3)
Each of the maps L, B, V, C and W has been defined in Section 3.3. It will be
convienient to define the spaces containing u and v as Du and Dv
respectively so that the domain of H can be written as D(H) = DuxDv.
Similarly, define the range spaces containing the output elements 4 and ~b
as R% and R b so that the range of H is R(H) = R xR b.
The Hilbert adjoint of H is defined to be that operator which maps from
the range of H into the domain of H
H R(H) + D(H) (5.4a)
and for which the inner product identity
<H,n>>R(H) = <,H n>D (5.4b)
is satisfied for arbitrary 5 and n in D(H) and R(H) respectively [8].
The first step in determining an internal realization for H* is to
rewrite (5.4b) in a more convenient form. Since the input u in (5.2a) enters
only through the action of B, we can decompose H as
H = H (5.5a)
0 I
If we denote the range of B by RB, then H: (RBXDv) + R(H). Given this
decomposition of H, its adjoint H* can be decomposed as
B 0
H = H . (5.5b)
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If we denote the input process by
= [u (5.6)
and if we partition -n, which is an element of R(H) = R XR~b and denote
its partitions as
-'n~~ ~ ; , ~~~~~~(5.7)
v[ vx c Rf D
then substituting (5.5b) and (5.7) into the right hand side of (5.4b) gives
MB [H* UlV 
<HE,,> = <EH >
= < , H ] > (5.8)
Similarly, defining the partitions of H*n which is an element of D(H), as
[ H* B (5.9)
*tbt Evil *b e Dv
and substituting for Bu and v from (5.2a) and (5.2b), (5.8) becomes
<HE,n> = <Lx,X> + <VXb ,b>
= <Lx,X> + <Xb,V *b> (5.10)
Finally, by noting from (5.3) that
Wx
we can rewrite the left hand side of (5.10) so that the inner product identity
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in (5.4b) can be expressed as
* * *
<x,C up> + <xbW VX> = <Lx,a> + <XbV ~b> . (5.11)
Up to this point we have simply combined some new notation along with
that for the internal representation for H to re-express the inner product
identity (5.4b). The next step is more substantial and is a key one in the
development of the internal realization for H*. In particular, we employ
Green's identity from (3.18) to replace <Lx,A> in (5.11). Then (5.4b) can be
written in terms of the formal adjoint differential (difference) operator
Lt:
<x, [C*u - LtX]> = <x, [EXb + V*,b -W vX]> . (5.12)
Although the Hilbert adjoint H* is a unique map, there exists a family
of equivalent internal differential realizations. Using the notation
introduced above, we will verify one internal realization for H* with input
,n and output T - {=fb} by showing that it satisfies (5.12).
Let Wc be one of the family of operators which complements V and W
(see equation (3.35c)), in that
r - W (5.13)
is invertible (as will become clear shortly, we have included a minus sign in
defining r for convenience). Employing the inverse of r and the operator E in
the boundary term of Green's identity (3.13), define the partitioned operator
W VXA (r*)-*E (5.14)
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This leads to an expression for E that will be useful later:
E = [-] v l= -v WX + WcV + Wv . (5.15)
kc
The following theorem establishes an internal differential realization for
H*.
Theorem:(Hilbert Adjoint System) An internal differential realization for the
input-output map
= [| ] = H X] (5.16a)
is given by an internal process X satisfying
t *
L X = C ux (5.16b)
with boundary condition
FV0 | Xb = (5.16c)
and output map
B X
= = (5.16d)
Proof: With the dynamics of X given by (5.16b), the left hand side of (5.12)
is zero. To show that the right hand side is also zero, we employ (5.16d) and
the first row of (5.16c) to rewrite the right hand side of (5.12) as
<Xb [EXb + V b W ]> = <xb, [E + V W W V]b> . (5.17a)
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Substituting for E from (5.15) gives
<Xb, [EXb +V Ib - W v]> = <xb, W VXc Xb> , (5.17b)
A further substitution from the second row of (5.16c) completes the proof:
<Xb, [EXb + V Pb - W v]> = <xb, 0> (5.17c)
=0
Thus (5.12) is satisfied with both the left and right hand sides identically
zero. Although this differential realization is not unique due to the degrees
of freedom in choosing Wc, we will show that the estimator itself is
invariant with respect to the choice of Wc, as it must be.
5.2 Augmentation and Inversion
The internal differential realization for H in (5.16) defines a
representation for the complementary stochastic process in (5.1a) as:
[ = [ -I ( H*] 5.18)
L b
In this subsection we augment the internal realization for (5.18) with that
for the observations to get an internal differential realization for the
combined system:
[ = M ; M = [ Y . (5.19)
We then invert this realization to obtain an internal differential realization
for the estimator.
The differential form for the augmented system in (5.19) is
[:0 L:t] [:3 ·[ CRJ [r] (5.20a)
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with boundary condition
|_1 |= 0 cV (5.20b)
and outputs
[:] = [0 J [ _ + - r on QN (5.20c)
L:: =l W. ] [X X |+ on 0 N' (5.20d)
As indicated by (5.19), the inverse system we seek is one with {Y,Z} =
Y,yb, Z'zb} as input and C = {u,v,r,rb} as output. To this end,
following the approach taken by Levy et al for the 1-D causal case in [9], we
first solve for the elements of C by inverting the output equations (5.20c)
and (5.20d):
Lu] = 0 QB] [: 
[v] = ~ j [~] + [~ ~v~X] Lb] (5.21a)
r 0 I = -C
+ b]-r~s· OI i I zY vo (5.21b)
Substituting these expressions into the dynamics and boundary conditions in
(5.20a) and (5.20b) yields an internal differential realization of the inverse
system with dynamics:
-Tc -1 . = [ (5.22)
R C L 0 C R5-7
5-7
and with boundary condition:
b V Xb
Lbb 0= [ b ;z: l [ Cr (5.23)
This boundary condition can be simplified so that its dependence on Wc,
VX, and VXc is eliminated. Recalling the relation between these
operators and E in Green's identity from (5.15), it can be shown that
operating on the left of (5.23) by [-V* Wc *W* gives the boundary
condition as
[ W -y v Zb ] [ b + v v .] x (5.24)
Z b [Wb*nw v bj
The estimator is the solution of (5.22) and (5.24) projected onto Sp(Y),
i.e. the solution with Z = {Z,zb} = 0:
L -BQB x 0
C*R-1C L C| R -ly (5.25a)
* -1 * -1 * -1 * -1
~ Y b [ w +W VHE] V:b[X (5.25b)
IXb 1
The estimates of the elements of the underlying process 1, if desired, can be
computed form the output equations (5.21a) and (5.21b) evaluated at the
solution of (5.25) and with z and zb equal to zero. Note that since L and
Lt are of the same order, the order of the estimator is twice that of L.
Also note the remarkable fact that in addition to the original problem
statement, we only need to know E and Lt from Green's identity in (3.13) to
completely define the differential realization for the estimator.
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5.3 The Estimation Error
The estimation error
x = x - x (5.26)
is obtained as the solution of (5.22) and (5.24) projected onto Sp(Z) rather
than Sp(Y). Here we formulate a differential realization of the estimation
error which is driven by C whose probability law is known. The second order
statistics of the estimation error can be computed from those of C using this
relation.
Recall from the restatement of the Projection Theorem in Section 2.3 that
= M M [: M M . (5.27)
That is, Z has been replaced by its representation given in terms of ¶.
Consider the boundary condition (5.24) projected onto Sp(Z), i.e. (5.24)
evaluated with Yb equal to zero:
-Vb = [ Wb W + V V E ] xb (5.28)b b v b
Substituting for zb from (5.23b)
-1
z = W X -I Tv (5.29a)b A b v
and using the basic definition:
Xb = Xb - ,b (5.29b)b b b
(5.28) becomes
* n:·-1 v C *_ -1T* * -1*-
V v = [ W HbW + V V E + V W : V W]X1 x . (5.30)
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To eliminate the dependence on WX, VX and VXc as we had done for the
estimator, recall from (5.15) and (5.16b) that
* * *
E + V W = W V V + Wc l (5.31a)
-1
Vb = V(b + Xb) =b r (5.31b)
and * ^
WcV Xcb = WV (b + b) = 0 . (5.31c)
From these three equations we can write
[E + V*WA = [ w V+ w* V] [A b -b
* -1 * *
W 1b rb [W VA+ WcVAc] b ,(5.32)
and substituting into (5.28), the boundary condition becomes
[ V T v -WT brb] W b W V]V E ][ xb . (5.33)
v b
We have chosen -Ab instead of Ab to highlight the similarity between the
structure of the boundary condition for the estimation error in (5.33) and
that of the estimator in (5.25).
The projection of (5.22) onto Sp(Z) gives the error dynamics as
- - - = - - . (5.34)
C*R C : L X 0
Replacing z from (5.20c)
* -1
z = B X - Q u , (5.35a)
employing
X = X - X (5.35b)
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and recalling from (5.20a) that the dynamics of X are given by
t * -1
LtX = C R r , (5.35c)
(5.34) can be rewritten as
L : -BQB x Bu
C*R 1C: L$ -C*R -1 r[C* i C: j [i] = I [ :r] (5.36)
Thus (5.33) and (5.36) completely define the estimation error in terms of
= {u,v,r,rb} whose probability law is known. In addition, the dynamics
and boundary conditions of the estimation error have been shown to be
similar to those of the estimator. One should be able to take advantage of
these similarities when computing the estimate and its error covariance. For
example, see the discussion of the implementation of the estimator and the
computation of the error covariance for the 1-D noncausal process in Part II
of this paper [5].
5.4 Special Case: Iv Singular
In Section 4.3 we presented a model for the complementary process which
did not require the invertiblity of the covariance parameters Q and Rv
(i.e. the invertibility of 5 1) ' In this section we define the estimator
for the case when Rv is singular.
By augmenting with the complementary process defined through (4.14) and
inverting, it can be shown that we arrive at the same dynamics for the
estimator as obtained previously in (5.22). However, the boundary condition
for the inverted system is slightly different than that in (5.23). In
particular, the boundary condition in this case is:
i0TI-l[ 1 = 0- 1| (5.37)
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As we had done for (5.23), we will rewrite this boundary condition in terms of
the operator E found in Greeen's Identity. Let T be the partitioned operator:
v
t = 0 I o (5.38a)
O O I
with the partitions compatible with those of r in (5.13). Let 0 be the
operator
*-1
o = . (5.38b)
Then recalling (5.15), we can write the boundary condition (5.37) as
0 0 0z (5.39)
Projecting (5.39) onto Sp(Y) gives the boundary condition for the estimator as
[0-] -V 
-1 -b
b yb 
Following arguments similar to those in Section 5.3 and applying (5.38),
it can be shown that the estimation error dynamics for this case are the same
as those in (5.36), while the boundary condition is
0 = i OEQ I (5.41)
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The boundary conditions in (5.40) and (5.41) may appear to be in as
simple a form as their counterparts for the case when nv is invertible.
However, the requirement to invert r* in order to compute 0 in (5.38b) makes
the boundary conditions derived in this subsection considerably more complex.
Furthermore, in this formulation of the boundary condition, the operator Wc ,
one of the partitions of r, has not been eliminated. Since the estimator and
error equations must be independent of the choice of Wc it should be
possible to reduce our formulation to one which is independent of this
choice. This remains an open question at this time. Nevertheless, we will
see in an example of a periodic process in Section 6.3 that the form of the
boundary condition presented here is useful in deriving the estimator for a
particular case when Rv is singular.
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SECTION 6
THE ESTIMATOR FOR THE TWO EXAMPLES
6.0 Introduction
By considering the two examples introduced earlier, we demonstrate the
ease with which one can apply (5.25) to obtain an internal differential
representation for the estimator of a noncausal stochastic process. We show
that the estimator for the process governed by Poisson's equation takes the
form of a fourth order biharmonic equation. In the case of the 1-D discrete
boundary value process, it will be shown that a special case of the solution
we obtain from (5.25) is a well-known form of the solution for the
fixed-interval smoother for 1-D discrete causal processes [10]. In addition,
in Section 6.3 we apply the solution for the estimator when EIC is
singular to a discrete 1-D periodic process.
6.1 2-D Continuous Case: Poisson's Equation (Example 1)
The problem statement has been given in Section 3.3 by equations (3.45)
and (3.46). As we have done previously for this example, s denotes an index
variable representing elemtents of the unit disk, and 8 represents elements of
[0,27] which we have identified with 302' Substituting for Lt in the
estimator solution (5.25) from (3.10a), we obtain the estimator dynamics as
V2 _B 2
V : -B (s)Q(s) (s) 0
-_ _ _ _A - 2 .. .. y(s) L (6.1)
C (s )R (s): V2 A(s) C(s)R (s)
Note from (3.45b) and (3.46b) that the boundary condition and boundary
obsevation can be expressed by functions on [0,27] as
(Vxb)(8) = [ V(e) 0 ]xb(e) (6.2a)
and
(Wx )(0) = [ 0 ' W(e) ]xb () (6.2b)
where we recall that Xb'(8) = [x(1,O),xn(1,O)]. Using this expression and
substituting for E from (3.14), it can be shown that the boundary condition
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for (6.1) is (in polar coordinates evaluated at p = 1)
o °1 V2(e)a[-]): O )x(p,e) 0 :-1 x(p,O)
[vce ~ce, 5 )][b(e)[(0)H(e;)Yb (e)] l L O : 1][lAPi0)] + 2 (1 pe
O)T (¢W (),e1 (0): 0 X(p,
When B (s)Q(s) > 0 for all s, we can solve for X in (6.1) as
X(s) = [B2 (s)Q(s)]-l V2 x(s) (6.4)
Substituting (6.4) back into (6.1), we find that the estiator dynamics are
given by the biharmonic equation:
{V2 [2B2s+ ( s) C(s)R-1(s)}V2 x(s) = C(s)R (s)y(s) . (6.5)
With 3/an denoting the normal derivative and substituting from (6.4), the
boundary condition in (6.3) can be rewritten as
0 = -1 (0)x(p,0) - (a/3n){[B 2 (p,8)Q(pe)]1 V2 x(p,8)} (6.6a)
and
W(O)yb(O) = W 2(e)2 (p,O) + T b(0)[B 2 (p,)Q(p,0)] 1 V2 x(p,8) (6.6b)
b n b
evaluated at p = 1. We have not investigated analytical or numerical
solutions for this biharmonic equation. In practice, one could employ one of
the many available numerical techniques such as finite difference
approximations [14].
6.2 1-D Discrete Case: Two-Point Boundary Value Process (Example 2)
Again we simply substitute from the problem statement in equations (3.47)
and (3.48) and from (3.34) and (3.35b) for Lt and E into (5.25) to obtain
the estimator dynamics
~k J CkRk Ck A J Lk+1 k k
[ c B6-2k ] [ + 1i (6.7a)
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and boundary condition
01 Y VO'IT '1 0 Of 1 0 Of 1 K Of 1 K1
KJ b Yb VKIIT + W-1 0 K'1VK+ WK n1 K
= 10 o W: ]W V b 0 v b K
(6.7b)
If we consider the special case of no boundary observation Yb (i.e.
WO = WK = 0) and an initial condition for x (i.e. VO = I, VK = 0),
then the boundary condition in (6.7b) becomes
f :] = [I 11Ov3 [;oJ °+ (6.8)
o o L J L J l o L 
This boundary condition along with the dynamics in (6.7a) is recognized as the
well-known solution for the fixed-interval smoother for causal discrete 1-D
stochastic processes [10].
6.3 1-D Discrete Case: A Periodic Process
To illustrate the case when Tv is singular, we consider a 1-D discrete
periodic process. The dynamics of this process are the same as those
introduced earlier except for the following periodicity constraints:
A =kK A , (6.9a)k+K k
B k+K=Bk (6.9b)
and
uk+K =u .k (6.9c)
Along with (6.9), the following boundary condition guarantees that x repeats
itself with a period of K:
0 = x0 xK (6.10a)
i.e.
V = [ I -I ] (6.10b)
and
I= 0 . (6.10c)
v
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We also assume for the moment that there is no boundary observation.
As discussed earlier in Section 5.4, the estimator dynamics for the case
when Jv is singular are the same as those in (6.7a) above. From (5.40) it
can be shown that in this case the boundary conditions for the estimator can
always be put in the following form (i.e. for any admissable choice of Wc)
OIO 1IO ( k +1 (6.11)
If there is some additional a priori information about the zero mean
random variable x0, then it can be included as a boundary measurement as
follows. Let H0 be the a priori variance of x0 . Then the boundary
measurement
Yb = [ I 0 ]xb - rb (6.13a)b b
i.e. W = [ I . O ] , (6.13b)
where the variance of rb is HO, will account for this information in the
estimator. When yb in (6.13) is included, the boundary condition for the
estimator of the periodic process becomes (from (5.40)):
-1 1 o r]+ (6.14)
As shown in [6], solutions for discrete two-point boundary value problems
representing the estimators in these last two sections can be implemented via
a two-filter form similar to two-filter forms of the smoother for causal
processes.
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SECTION 7
CONCLUS IONS
Through an extension of the method of complementary models [1], we have
developed a procedure for writing the estimator for both discrete and
continuous parameter linear boundary value stochastic processes in a
differential operator form. The two major steps in the development of the
estimator have been (1) the formulation of an input-output operator
representation for the complementary process in Section 4 and (2) the use of
Green's identity in Section 5 in the derivation of an internal differential
realization for this input-output map. We emphasize that at no point in our
derivations have we required a Markov representation for the process to be
estimated. The variety of problems for which our estimator solution is
applicable has been illustrated through two examples: a 1-D discrete parameter
process and a 2-D continuous parameter process.
The major advantage in having a differential realization for the
estimator is that this form of representation provides an excellent starting
point for the development of methods for implementing the estimator. This is
in contrast to estimators derived by a direct application of the projection
theorem, which usually leads to integral equations (e.g. Wiener-Hopf)
requiring factorization in order to obtain an implementation. Furthermore,
we have also derived an internal differential realization for the estimation
errors in a form which is nearly identical to that for the estimator. In
Part II of this paper [5] we apply the estimator solution formulated in this
paper to a continuous 1-D two-point boundary value stochastic process and
develop a stable, recursive implementation for the resulting differentential
form of the estimator. In addition, by following the same procedures as used
to obtain the recursive estimator implementation, we develop recursions for
the computation of the smoothing error covariance.
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There remain a variety of interesting open issues pertaining to our
estimator solution. Thus far, very little has been attempted in the area of
developing efficient methods for implementing the estimator in multi-D cases.
In this regard, one might hypothesize that, as in the 1-D case (see [5]),
two-filter forms may also exist for the implementation of our estimator in 2-D
cases. For instance, one might consider implementing the solution derived for
Example 1 of this paper as the linear combination of one process obtained by
filtering the observations radially outward from the center of the unit disk
and another obtained by filtering radially inward from the boundary of the
disk. In addition to questions of implementation, there are also unanswered
questions which relate to the boundary conditions for multi-D problems. For
example, recall from (5.25b) that the boundary condition for our estimator is
defined in terms of the operator adjoints V* and W* and the inverses of
the correlation operators Nv and Tb.' In our 2-D example we have tacitly
avoided any complications which might arise in determining these adjoints and
inverses by choosing v and rb as white noise and by choosing V and W as a
simple scaling of the process on the boundary (see (6.2a,b)). It would be of
interest to investigate the estimator's boundary condition for this 2-D
example when the boundary value v is, for instance, a 1-D periodic stochastic
process on the unit circle. Another open issue concerning to the estimator
boundary condition has already been raised in Section 5.4. That is, it should
be possible to further simplify the expression in (5.41) for the estimator's
boundary condition in the case when T v is singular.
In summary, we feel that this paper presents an extremely useful and
broadly applicable method for deriving optimal estimators for noncausal
processes in several dimensions. Given this valuable tool, one is then in a
position to focus one's attention on the problem of implementing the optimal
estimator in an efficient fashion. As mentioned previously, this is precisely
what is done in [5] for the case of 1-D continuous parameter processes. In
the more general, multi-dimensional case many open questions remain, but the
results in this paper bring us significantly closer to answering them.
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF M FOR THE STATIC EXAMPLE
z
In Section 2.1 it was stated that the complementary process associated
with the observation vector y in (2.2a) is the n-dimensional random vector
z = M C (A.1)
where, with T any invertible nxn matrix, Mz is given by
-1
M = T[ I . -E H'I ] (A.2)
z x r
In this appendix we derive this general form for the matrix Mz .
Let Mz be denoted by
M = [Z * Z ] (A.3)
z x r
where the partitions are compatible with the partitions of C in (2.1a). With
Mz given by (A.3), M in (2.6) is
M = [ = . (A.4)
Now use the orthogonality and complementation conditions stated in Section 2.1
to find expressions for Zx and Zr.
Complementation
This condition implies that the (n+p)x(n+p) matrix M is invertible or that
for k an (n+p)xl vector
Mk = O ==> k = . (A.5)
If we denote partitions of k by
k + nxl
k x= , (A.6)
A-+ x l
A-1
then Mk = 0 implies that
Hk = -k (A.7a)
x r
and
Z k = -Z k (A.7b)
x x r r
Substituting (A.7a) into (A.7b) we get the following condition which is
equivalent to (A.5)
(Z - Z H)k = 0 ==> k = . (A.7c)
x r x x
Orthogonality
This condition requires that the elements of y and z are uncorrelated
E[yz'] = 0
x 0 Ix
= [H . I] (A.8)
Thus
HE Z' = -Z Z' (A.9a)
x x r r
or
-1
Z = -z H' (A.9b)
r x x r
Combining (A.7c) and (A.9b) we have
Z (I + Z H'Z H)k = 0 ==> k = 0 . (A.9c)
x x r x x
Since
(I + Z H'Z H)
x r
is invertible, the statement (A.9c) is true if and only if Zx is
A-2
invertible. Therefore, let Zx equal some invertible matrix T:
Z = T . (A.lOa)
x
Then from (A.9b)
-1
Z = -TE H'F , (A.lOb)
r x r
and from (A.3) we obtain the expression we seek
M = T[I -E H'E 1 ] . (A.10c)
z x r
As mentioned in Section 2.1, different choices for T simply represent
different bases for the complementary process. Below we consider two values
for T which suggest the operator forms for Mz used in Sections 4.1 and 4.3
Two Special Cases
(1) If we let (Here we assume Ex is nonsingular)
T = -E
x
then
M = [-I H']1
which leads to the operator form hypothesized in Section 4.1
(2) Another simple form is obtained if we set
T =-I
then
M = [-I H'I
z x r
This suggests the operator form employed in (4.14) which is
applicable when Ex is nonsingular.
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